
Supply Water Leakage Protection

System BA

Ill.: System BA-15/15/3.5-V3

Application:
Flats in apartment buildings

Group of flats around a riser duct

Components:

Cold and warm supply water feed meters
Cut-off valves cold and warm water feeds

Warm water circulation return meter
Warm water circulation return valve

Control unit

Note: values of flow and volume in this document refer

solely to those recorded by the system's water meter(s)

and amended by system internal calculations.

Configuration

System BA is used for flats in buildings with centralised warm

water  generation when the  warm water  circulation pipe  is
routed inside the flat, or for securing a group of flats sharing a

riser  duct  with cold  water  plus  warm water  flow and  return

(circulation) pipes. System BA monitors the flows in the Warm
Water Feed (WF), the Warm Water Circulation (or return) (WC)

and the Cold Water (CW) pipes, calculating total supply water
consumption as CW + WF - WC from the corresponding water

meter inputs.

Variants and Capacity

Systen  BA  comes  in  two  distinct  variants.  Systems  with

designation suffix -V3 incorporate three motorized valves for

supply  cut-off  in  the  event  of  an  alarm.  Systems  with
designation suffix -V0 have no cut-off valves, and only report an

alarm visually, audibly and via an alarm relay.

All systems handle meter sizes from ½" to 2" (DN 15/Qn1.5 to
DN50/Qn15). Combining different meter sizes is allowed, i.e.

the WC meter may be smaller than the WF meter.

Monitoring Functions

Leakage:

System  BA  permits  the  continuous  discharge  of  a  preset

amount of supply water. If this amount is consumed in a single

discharge, a Max Alarm is issued, and the water supply can be
cut off (-V3 systems).

Seepage:

System BA checks that the water flow in both the cold and

warm water  installations  can drop  and  remain below a
preset level for  a  preset time  duration,  and  will  issue  a

seepage alarm and cut off the water supply if this fails to
occur daily.

System Error:

System  BA  checks  that  attached  flow  meters  issue

impulses  regularly,  unless  the  Holiday function is  active
(relevant on single flats only).

Whenever a valve is closed - manually, by Tightness Test or
by alarm - System BA checks its tightness. If a component

fails, a System Error is issued, and the water supply is cut

off.
A Tightness Test is performed daily. The cut-off valves are

closed in a  particular sequence whereby the tightness of
each  individual  valve  may be  established  while  risk  af

scalding is eliminated. The Tightness Test is interrupted to

be resumed later when water is demanded. During a brief
interval while all valves are closed, it is impossible to detect

water  demand, and  the  flat(s)  will  be  completely cut  off.
Therefore,  the  Tightness  Test  is  performed  late  at  night

where hopefully it will be unobtrusive.

Supply Error:

System  BA  monitors  the  mains  supply  and  all  internal

supplies. If either of these fail, a Supply Error is issued. This

does not cause cut-off of the water installation.
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Alarm Functions

On leakage  and  system errors, system BA  will cut off the

water supply, issue visual and audible alarms and activate

the alarm relay if so configured.
Supply errors are reported via the alarm relay and possibly

also visually and audibly.

The  cut-off  valves  are  governed  to  safely  avoid  risk  of
scalding as a result of control input.

Two signal relays  can be  individually configured  to  convey

any  combination  of  the  Leakage  Alarm,  System  Alarm,

Liquid Sensor Wet, and Free Discharge state signals.

Specifications

Controls and indicators:

Mains, Flow, Valve and State indicators, buzzer.

Buttons for manual valve control, temporary free discharge
selector, holiday function and alarm acknowledge.

Two digital inputs having selectable Reset/FreeDischg and
Holiday/Cut-off functions respectively.

Leakage monitor:

Permissible  single  supply water discharge selectable 250,
500, 1000 or 2000 liters.

Other values available upon request.

Flow minimum to terminate discharge 0.6%Qn.
In Holiday mode, permissible single  discharge is 20 liters,

irrespective of setting.

Seepage monitor:

Seepage  tolerance  ½, 1  or  2  liters  in 30  or  60  minutes.

Observation interval 24 hours.

Registration of consumption

System BA features impulse outputs, registering cold/warm
/total water consumption derived from the meter signals, or

reflecting individual meter signals.

Mains connection

230/240V  50Hz  L/N/PE  via  external  key  switch.  Power

consumption max 20VA.

Options

Liquid Sensor Attachment:

System BA accomodates via interface ILS-C up to two liquid

sensors  type  LS-X,  whereby  the  system  offers  point
protection of a  particularly sensitive area so that the water

supply may be  cut  off  on Liquid  Sensor  alarm if  desired

(versions -V3 only).

SMS-alarm:

By attachment of an external SMS-alarm to  an alarm relay

output, system BA can ship  a text message to  a selected
number via a POTS phone line.

Installation diagram system BA
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